Observations and analysis of UTLS aerosol detected over northern France
water vapour (Vogelmann et al., Atmos. Chem. Phys. 14 (2015) , [3135] [3136] [3137] [3138] [3139] [3140] [3141] [3142] [3143] [3144] [3145] [3146] [3147] [3148] . This is a great problem for trend studies, but a strong motivation for lidar measurements because of the good spatial and temporal resolution. Sentence added and Vogelmann et al., reference also added. P. 4, line 15: "Garmisch-Partenkirchen/Zugspitze"? In principle, "Garmisch-Partenkirchen" would be enough since the Zugspitze mountain belongs to that town. Zugspitze removed.
P. 4, line 17: Replace "However, all of" by "Several of": OHP is not a high-mountain site at all, and in Garmisch-Partenkirchen most lidar systems are not located at high altitude. I think all three species are also measured at Table Mountain. Replaced "However, all" with "Several". P. 7, line 15: "the addition of just a few optics"; one could mention the small addition space requirement. A DIAL would require much more space and is more complex, but would allow daytime measurements. Added text and reference to Figure   P . 7, line 24. "absorption" is perhaps not fully adequate. Raman scattering is a two-photon scattering process. An "intermediate electronic state" may exist or not. In general non-resonant scattering is considered. Please, rephrase! Sentence was rewritten. P. 18, line 14: Please, define S! S ratio is the extinction-to-backscatter ratio -added dashes P. 18, line 30: The determination of lidar ratios is highly uncertain since the calculation of small extinction coefficients is based on derivate formation. A few error bars in the lidar-ratio plots would be helpful. Error bars added P. 19, line 1: "in this case"? Added "in" P. 19, line 10 ": "is due to the forest fire activity": Please, provide evidence. The air seems to be rather dry which could, again, suggest STT. Did you calculate trajectories? See P17 line 25 above P. 19, li ne 20.21: levels are, level is? Changed "is" to "are" P. 20, line 11-13: Error bars are missing (see above); add a few. Error bars added P. 21, line 32: The "valuable dataset" was already emphasized. Maybe you could write "provide further value".
Changed text

Figures:
The symbols are frequently rather small. The colour coding is no clear. Black looks like absence of data. I suggest to use a brighter grey to achieve more contrast. At least statements about the concentrations in the "black" altitude range would be helpful. Finally: Add numbers to the colour scales! Plots have been redone 
Style:
P. 1, line 29: "we added" instead of "we have added"? Removed "have" P. 3, line 20: "travel over"? Added "over" P. 3, line 27: "therefore" / ",therefore,": There is an obvious trend in the literature for less punctuation. Within the papers I have reviewed this one is record setting in omitting commas and hyphens. Added comma P. 4, line 24: "to simultaneously measure" (and other examples in the paper, e.g., P. 5 line 6, P. 14, line 3): split infinitive! corrected P. 12, line 9: Stanford Corrected spelling P. 12, line 13: Add a comma between "week" and "except" for clarity. Added comma P. 13, line 18: signal to noise ratio (signal-to-noise ratio) Added dashes P. 21, line 16: "The three-LIDAR system" would be clearer Added dash
